Circus Spectacular Coming November 3
to Pioneer Cellular Event Center
10.19.2015
Pioneer Cellular Event Center and Fun Time Shows will present Weatherford’s
only traditional three-ring circus on Tuesday, November 3, when the 2015 Circus
Spectacular takes place at the Pioneer Cellular Event Center on the Southwestern
Oklahoma State University campus.
Circus Spectacular—featuring international performers from over 15 countries—is the
only interactive circus in the world and will have a pre-party at 5 p.m. with the show set
to begin at 6:30 p.m.
For the pre-party, the audience is warmly welcomed into all three rings of the circus
floor before the show. Guests can meet the performers, ride a pony and just clown
around, according to Nathan Smith, director of the event center.
“Combine this intimate experience with remarkably talented and dedicated circus stars,
a tightly knit production with spectacular lighting and sound, show girls, cotton candy,
snow cones, face painting, photobooth and pony rides – and you have a marvelous
event that all generations will enjoy,” Smith said.
Ticket prices are $19 for upper level seating and $25 for lowel level seats. When two
or more tickets are purchased, each one is 50% off for prices of $9.50 and $12.50,
respectively.
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Children who have not yet reached their 2 birthday are admitted free, but must sit in
a parent’s lap. Tickets may be purchased at www.pioneercellular-eventcenter.com or
SWOSU PR & Marketing Office (Room 205 ADM Building).
The circus has attracted a most impressive group of talented circus acts, including
magical transformations, galloping horse riders, daredevil motorcycle globe riders, high
wire troupe and performing poodles. These amazing acrobats will dazzle and astound:
• David & Dania, internationally award-winning duo of impossible transformations
• Kambarov Riders, a paramount display of powerful horses performing in time with
their acrobatic riders. These modern Cossack warriors from over 7,000 miles away
push the limits of strength and courage. Stunts are fast-paced, dangerous and
require perfect teamwork between horse and rider
• Just Larry, with his crazy antics and wacky charm, will tickle fancies and win
hearts! He is sure to bring laughter and joy to audiences of all ages
• Trupa Florea, traveling all the way from Romania, these special guest stars will
keep the audience ‘balanced’ with their flawlessly executed feats
• Windy City Tumblers, a high-energy group that jumps, flips and flies through the
air
• Motocross Madness, animated two-wheeled sensations not for the faint-hearted
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